
HOW TO WRITE A GOOD REFLECTIVE STATEMENT

Here are a few tips in writing an effective reflective statement for your academic or professional writing purposes.

Be sure to make note of whether this is meant to be written informally or formally, in the first or third person.
The conversations were quite contrived, but also funny and enlightening. Mezirow, J , Fostering critical
reflection in adulthood: a guide to transformative and emancipatory learning, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco. By
now you should have: A detailed breakdown of what your task requires you to discuss in your reflection
statement and how to discuss it. This is how you expand your vocabulary. Remember, there is no limit on how
many reflections you will need to produce as they supplement a larger assessment task. To do this, write down
the instructions in your own words. And this is fine. Your Module C exam section will likely consist of two
parts; part a and part b. This is one of the key purposes of writing a reflection statement. Critical evaluation of
method 4. If you are producing an Extension 2 reflection statement, this will need to be a longer and more
detailed introductory paragraph. A key part of this is reflecting on your development through producing
reflective statements. This can be useful. English Extension 2 reflection statements need to be words. Contact
us here: learningcentre unsw. While this guide is by no means definitive, I hope it was useful in breaking
down the process of writing a reflective statement and steering you in the right direction! So, if you have
decided you are going for it â€” where do you start? Repeat this for each example that you need to support
your point. No matter the impact though, it is always good to look back. A longer reflection will require a
longer concluding statement; if you had a separate introduction you will require a separate conclusion.
Although there are a number of sample statements on the CIM website that may provide inspiration, there is
no right or wrong way to complete your reflective statements, and it is essential that they are unique to you.
The style is relatively informal, yet still uses full sentences 5. While the reflective statement may on the
surface seem like a fairly simple piece of writing, it requires a certain level of complexity and nuance to
achieve a Band 6 range mark. You must follow the instruction regarding form for these tasks. Makes an
explicit link between 'everyday' life and the topic References Brookfield, S , Developing critical thinkers:
challenging adults to explore alternative ways of thinking and acting, Open University Press, Milton Keynes.
Part b asks you to reflect on how your writing in part a was influenced by your prescribed text. This article
will break down the process of writing a reflective statement, hopefully removing some of the confusion
around what can be quite a vague piece of writing. Your second draft will always be better. Discuss what you
were trying to recreate in your composition; Discuss what influenced your choice of genre and form; Discuss
what influenced your writing style; Discuss what influenced your choice of theme s ; Reflect on what you
were trying to achieve with your composition; Discuss why you have used certain techniques or rhetorical
devices; Reflect on your compositional choices; Reflect on what you found challenging about the assessment
task. How do I structure it? If you want to learn more about why self-reflection is such an important skill for
students, you should read this excellent article by Cathy Costello at Virtual library. Does it make sense? In a
reflection statement, students need to explain why they made the decisions they did. Listening Task : A task
where you listen to an audio clip and write a response or answer questions. Think about your everyday work
tasks The technical standards within the competencies framework are more likely to relate to on-the-job
activities that you may think of as everyday tasks. The style is relatively informal, yet still uses full sentences.
The author's voice is clear 3. If you need to produce several paragraphs, you should be aiming at around four
per paragraph. For example, you may want to start with your structural decisions before discussing your use of
techniques or you may want to discuss your influences before discussing your ideas. For example, a new
employee may write a reflective statement on the difficulty on the task he is working on and about having a
hard time adjusting to his colleagues. Creative Composition: An original piece of creative writing Discuss the
themes you were trying to convey; Reflect on the compositional choices you have made; Discuss the
influences on your writing style; Discuss why you have used certain techniques in your writing. Again, write
them down and define them. Include what you need to do for a Band 6 mark in this instruction.


